New Prolec GE Multitap Transformer offer:
• Flexible voltages & currents to electrical submersible pumps
• Continuous operation
• The offering is designed and operated to address individual customer production requirements and achieve a superior level of product performance and reliability

This new offering responds to a growing industrial trend to deliver customized power to energy-intensive industries such as mining and oil and gas, which have specific electricity requirements to maintain their operations.

What makes Prolec GE Multitap Transformer better than others?
• Its reliability... higher quality materials for winding conductors and insulation
• Its short circuit withstand... humidity and dust controlled environment for windings process; robust design to support radial & axial forces; strongly supported leads to prevent movement
• Its special design to operate under highly corrosive and saline environment... premium coating system
• Its customized design to fit special needs... regarding capacity, voltage, dimensions, winding materials & fluid
• Its easy handling and installation... base designed for forklift

For further information, please contact Gilberto Garza Paez, Product Manager: gilberto.garza@ge.com  www.prolecge.com